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РасскЌз - Часть СедьмЌя: ГраммЌтика 

 
Friendly reminder: Be sure to listen to (and repeat) the story a few more times, especially after you go over the grammar 
explanations.  Everything will make a whole lot more sense – and mastering the vocabulary will be that much easier. 
 

7.A Љто [noun]...    It’s [noun] who / that... 
 
To place special emphasis on exactly who, what, where, for whom, etc., take frozen іто followed by the Noun or 
Preposition Phrase in whatever Case is required by context.  The Nominative is probably found most often in this 
construction, but all Cases are possible.  You simply keep the Noun (or Prepositional Phrase) in the same form it 
would normally appear and move it to the front, following іто. 
 
Generally, this іто construction is “marked,” i.e., you can’t just start a conversation with it.  Often this is used to 
contradict a previous statement.  This contradiction can be expressed with а не ВЎра / ВЎру / о ВЎре / для 
ВЎры, etc.  – see below for examples. 
 
The closest translation in English is It’s [Phrase]...; It was [Phrase]... 
 
Note that you do not need any form of котђрый or кто in these sentences, as you sometimes do in English 
(which, who).  Also, you do not need to insert the verb to be, as in English.  The Tense is determined by the main 
verb. 
 

Љто НЏна всё сдЎлала (а не я). It was Nina who did everything (and not me). 

Љто МЌшу он лїбит (а не НЏну). It’s Masha (whom) he loves (and not Nina). 

Љто о ВЎре все говорјт (а не о тебЎ). It’s Vera everyone is talking about (and not you). 

Љто для Кђли он купЏл подЌрок (а не для 
ВЏки). 

It was for Kolya whom he bought the present (and 
not for Vika). 

Љто в Москвѓ онЏ Ўздили (а не в Лђндон). It was to Moscow they went (and not to London). 

Љто в пјтницу мы бѓдем игрЌть в тЎннис 
(а не в суббђту). 

It’s on Friday that we’re going to play tennis (and 
not on Saturday). 

  ПереведЏте на рѓсский 

1. It was Tanya Vadik kissed, and not Natasha. 2. It was Tanya who kissed Vadik, and not Masha. 

3. It’s you everyone is talking about. 4. It was on Tuesday they went to Moscow, and not 
on Saturday. 

5. It’s Grisha who speaks slowly, and not me (I). 6. It was from Vera Dima was hiding everything. 

7. It’s on Wednesday that I will be in New York. 8. It was my older sister who said that. 

9. It’s my roommate who is lying. 10. It’s Zina I love, and not you. 
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7.Б НЎ было  Absence in the Past Tense 
 
We actually introduced this point earlier, but it probably warrants special attention.  To indicate absence in the 
Past Tense, put the “subject” in the Genitive (singular or plural, depending on context) and use the verb phrase нЎ 
было.  Sentences with нЎ было have nothing in the Nominative. 
 
Note: 1) The stress falls only on the нЎ.  There is no stress on было. 

2) The “default” Neuter Singular form of the verb (было) is used.  That’s because there is no 
Nominative Subject with which the verb can agree. 

 
НЎ было + Genitive is most commonly used:   
 

1) to indicate who or what was not in a particular place: 
 

Егђ нЎ было дђма. He wasn’t home. 

ДЏми нЎ было в университЎте. Dima was not at the university yesterday. 

Никогђ нЎ было в библиотЎке. No one was in the library. 

Их нЎ было. They weren’t there. 

В магазЏне нЎ было хлЎба. There wasn’t any bread in the store. 

НЎ было молокЌ в холодЏльнике. There was no milk in the refrigerator.  
 

2) to indicate what [person] did not have (with the у когђ construction): 
 

У менј нЎ было дЎнег. I didn’t have any money. 

У нас нЎ было икрѕ. We didn’t have any caviar. 

Ни у когђ нЎ было часђв. No one had a watch. 
 
Recall that in the Present Tense the form нет is used, also with Genitive of Negation: 
 

Егђ стЌршей сестрѕ нет дђма. His older sister is not home. 

В ітом магазЏне нет колбасѕ. There’s no mystery meat in this store. 

Ни у когђ нет рѓчки. No one has a pen. 
   ПереведЏте на рѓсский 

1. They weren’t home yesterday. 2. Unfortunately, I didn’t have a camera. 

3. There were no good books in that store. 4. There are no good books in that store. 
5. There were no interesting people at the party. 6. Vera isn’t home. 

7. No one had a rifle. 8. He didn’t used to (previously) have an accent 
акцЎнт. 

9. I don’t have a car. 10. There wasn’t any beer in the refrigerator. 
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7В. Сто раз (Genitive Plural = Nominative Singular) 
 
The word for time; occurence is раз.  Quite unexepectedly, the Genitive Plural is also раз (instead of the 
expected рЌзов).  After numbers ending in 2, 3, 4 you get the expected Genitive Singular form рЌза: 
 

Я тебЎ сто раз звонЏл. I called you 100 times. 

Мы мнђго раз Ўздили на дЌчу. We went to the dacha many times. 

Он два рЌза вЏдел ітот фильм. He saw that film twice. 

Я тђлько одЏн раз был в ПарЏже. I’ve only been to Paris once. 
 
It turns out that there are  two or three other common Masculine Nouns whose Genitive Plural is the same as the 
Nominative Singular.  In case you’re interested, the most important is человЎк, but you are not responsible for 
knowing this yet.  (There are some other details about человЎк we’ll get to later.) 
 
  ПереведЏте на рѓсский   

1. She asked about him 5 times.  (Repeated action!) 2. We rehearsed the dialogue 10 times. 

3. I was in Petersburg twice. 4. He saw “Austin Powers” (it declines, baby!) 25 
times. 

5. I went to the library just one time. 6. I read that book many times. 
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7Г. Sample Sentences 
 
мЎдленный 1. Он всегдЌ ђчень мЎдленно 

говорЏт. 
1. He always speaks very slowly. 

несмотрј на то, что... 2. Несмотрј на то что ГрЏша год жил 
в Лђндоне, он плђхо говорЏт по-
англЏйски. 

2. Despite the fact that Grisha lived in 
London for a year, he didn’t speak 
English well. 

раз 
одЏн раз    два рЌза     
пять раз 

3. Я дЎсять раз Ўздил в Москвѓ, а мој 
сестрЌ двадцать два рЌза. 

3. I went to Moscow 10 times, and my sister 
(went there) 22 times. 

репетЏрова+  4. ОнЏ репетЏруют диалђг. 4. They are rehearsing the dialogue. 

разговђр 5. У нас был ђчень стрЌнный 
разговђр. 

5. We had a strange conversation. 

нЎрвничай+ 6. ВЌдик всегдЌ нЎрвничает, когдЌ он 
говорЏт с ВЎрой. 

6. Vadik always gets nervous when he talks 
to Vera. 

всё в порјдке 
порјдок (о) 

7. У негђ всё в порјдке? 7. Is everything OK with him? 

не хватЌет + GEN 8. МолокЌ не хватЌет. 8. We don’t have enough milk. 

что-то другђе 9. Он читЌет не «Ђнну КарЎнину», а 
что-то другђе 

9. He’s not reading Anna Karenina, but 
(rather) something else. 

сдЎлай мне одолжЎние 10. Он сдЎлал мне большђе 
одолжЎние. 

10. He did me a big favor. 

не нЌдо + Infinitive 11. Не нЌдо здесь курЏть. 11. You shouldn’t smoke here. 

чепухЌ 12. + По-мђему, онЌ говорЏт прЌвду.   
- Нет, іто всё чепухЌ! 

12. + I think she’s telling the truth.  – No, it’s 
all nonsense. 

іто  13. Љто НЏну я люблї! 13. It’s Nina (whom) I love! 

скрывЌй+  + Accuastive 
от когђ 

14. Ѓсли я не ошибЌюсь, МЏша что-то 
скрывЌет от женѕ. 

14. If I’m not mistaken, Misha is hiding 
something from his wife. 

умЎй+ 
 

15. Ты умЎешь игрЌть в шЌхматы? 15. Do you know how to play chess? 

чЎстное слђво 
{дай+´ / давЌй+} 
чЎстное слђво 

16. Он сто раз давЌл мне чЎстное 
слђво, что бђльше не бѓдет пить. 

16. He gave me his word 100 times that he 
would not drink any longer 

нЎ было 17. ВчерЌ никогђ нЎ было дђма. 17. No one was home yesterday. 

лЌдно 18. ЛЌдно, я не бѓду петь сегђдня 
вЎчером на вечерЏнке. 

18. OK (Fine), I won’t sing at the party 
tonight. 

станови×+...ся 19. Здесь станђвится хђлодно в 
ноябрЎ. 

19. It gets cold here in November. 

целѓю 20. Целѓю.  ПокЌ. 20. Warm wishes.  Bye. 
 

 
 
 



Story: Part 7 − Homework 

S7-5 

 Exercise 1 Answer the questions on the recording, using full sentences 
 
1. Рђберту (to Robert – a case we have not yet seen) 

2. емѓ (him – indirect object, which the verb звонЏ+ takes) 

3.  

4.  

5.  

6.  

7.  

8.  

9. повЎсить трѓбку (hang up the phone) 

10.  

 
 
 



Story: Part 7 – ДомЌшнее задЌние  Ѕмя ___________________________________ 

S7-6 

 Exercise 2 Use the following new vocabulary items in a sentence NOT related to the story.  
    
 

1. нЎрвничай+  

2. умЎй+  

3. раз 

4. нЎ было 

5. скрывЌй+  

 
 Exercise 3 ПереведЏте на рѓсский 

 
1. Despite the fact that Dima was born and grew up in Moscow, he doesn’t speak Russian. 

2. Is everything OK? 

3. I really miss you (You are sorely lacking.) 


